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Welcome and Introduction
Moderator

Ellen Allen, Selectman, Town of Norwell
Panelists

•  Craig C. Hall, Director of Accountability, AGA-
Boston Chapter and Associate Faculty,
University of Phoenix School of Business

• Orlando Pacheco, former Town Administrator,
Town of Lancaster, Mass.

• Evie Barry, Director of Performance Reporting,
AGA
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Agenda

• Citizen-Centric Reporting

• Local Perspective and Case Study

• National Perspective and Technical Assistance

• Questions and Answers
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Citizen-Centric
Reporting
Craig Hall
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• Because democracy is all about engaging the
citizenry in the operations of government.
 
• Because governments exist to serve their
citizens.
 
• Because citizens have the right to an
understanding of how their government
operates and if their tax dollars are being
spent efficiently and effectively.
 
• Because all governments have a
responsibility to provide that information in
an easily understandable way.
 
• Because the majority of governments –
federal, state, and local – are not reaching their
citizens with some of the most significant

Why am we here?
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The Concept of Transparency:
Theory and Practical Application

• Provide access to transactional
information and provide the user
aggregate data to filter and query.

 
• Provide customized reporting with

context and background to explain
what data means.
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Background on the CCR Model

• The Sloan Foundation provided funding for
an initiative to provide understandable
information to citizens.

•This initiative encourages governments to
produce and publish an annual ‘state of the
government’ report that is no more than four
pages long.

•The reports, designed to be visually appealing,
provide understandable information to citizens
about the financial condition and performance
of the government that answers the question,
“Are we better off today than we were last year?”
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What is the Citizen Centric
Report Model?
Citizen-Centric Reports are annual "state of
the government" documents that are not
longer than four pages. The report is designed
to provide information to citizens in an easy-
to-read, understandable format about the
financial condition and the performance of
government over the past year.
 
The AGA Citizen-Centric Reporting model
provides more useful and timely information
to our citizens’ thereby engaging taxpayer
participation.
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Page 1:  Strategic Objectives
•What do we do?
•Is there relevant demographic information?

 
Page 2:  How are we doing – a performance
report on key mission and services plan?

•What is our mission?
•How do we plan on achieve  goals and
objectives in our strategic plan?
•What are some key performance measures
and outcomes?
•What type of citizen input and feedback do
we collect?

How to Construct a Citizen Centric
Report:  Content Guidelines
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Page 3:  What are the costs for servicing the
citizens and how were those costs paid for?

•Explain budgetary information and relate
to program areas.
•Explain budgetary information and relate
to performance measures.

 
Page 4:  Challenges moving forward – what’s
next?  Future issues?

•Discuss specific fiscal issues?
•Discuss organizational, staffing, or other
programmatic issues.

How to Construct a Citizen Centric
Report:  Content Guidelines
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What are leaders and
organizations saying about the
Citizen Centric Report?
New Opportunity to Connect Citizens and
Government
 
“This initiative encourages governments to produce and
publish an annual 'state of the government' report that is
no more than four pages long. “  “…the report will make
governments more accountable to their citizens and will
help Americans become more educated citizens, who
are better able to participate in government activities. “
 “The initiative is … working with public interest groups
interested in civic engagement, good government,
transparency and accountability…”
 
This item was distributed to the League's leadership in a February
2007 email.
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Why should we accept the
challenge?
•A new opportunity to connect
citizens and government.

•A new way to report performance to
the public.

•A new way to demonstrate
accountability.

•A new way to provide transparency.
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The Secret Formula:
Primary Reasons for Success

• Vision

• Leadership

• Staff participation

• Stakeholder involvement
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Successfully Maintaining the
Public Trust
Americans Really Don't Like Their Government Right Now,
Government Executive, January 22, 2014
 
State Governments Viewed Favorably as Federal Rating Hits
New Low, Pew Research Center for the People and the Press,
April 15, 2013
 
Local Government’s Success in Maintaining Public Trust,
Public Management Magazine, International City/County
Management Association, March 2012 • Volume 94 • Number 2
 
Maintaining the Public Trust While Making Tough Choices,
Management Insights, Governing Magazine, January 5, 2011
 
Trust in Local Governments, Wendy M. Rahn and Thomas J.
Rudolph, Chapter 13, 2002
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Local Level
Perspective and Case

Study
Orlando Pacheco
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Case Study: Page 1
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Case Study: Page 2
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Case Study: Page 3
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Case Study: Page 4
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National Perspective
and Technical

Assistance
Evie Barry
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Current State of
Government Reporting
Problem

• Reporting too technical
• Distrust in government
• Where is the information

 

Solution
• Clear and simple reporting
• Concise and non-technical reporting
• Complete and understandable reporting
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AGA’s Design Guidelines

 

Source: AGA

• Visual Appeal and Readability
• Physical Layout
• Colors
• Images and Graphics
• Types and Fonts
• Use of Desktop Publishing Software
• Distribution of Report
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Resources for Constructing a
Report
•Citizen Centric reporting Fact Sheet
•Case study
•Content Guidelines Template
•Design Guidelines Template
•Toolkit for Media Outreach
•Technical assistance from the AGA
and experts from local AGA Chapters
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•Suffolk, Virginia
• State of Texas
•Scottsdale, Arizona
•Dorothea Dix Psychiatric Center,
Bangor, Maine
•Clark County, Washington
Treasurer’s Office
•Mercer County, New Jersey
Improvement Authority

Selection of Completed Reports
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AGA Templates

 
The AGA National Office has a series
of downloadable templates available
for use:
● Microsoft Word
● Microsoft Publisher 2000 and

2010
● Excel 1997 and 2010 for

Revenue/Expenses
● MAC Users…CS4 and CS5
● ESP files for Revenue/Expenses

AGA Technical Assistance:
National
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AGA Templates

The AGA Boston Chapter can
provide guidance, technical
assistance, and assistance in the
national award program to
members as well as non-
members.

AGA Technical Assistance:
Local
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AGA Templates

AGA Awards and Recognition
Program
 
• A free peer-review evaluation of

your submitted CCR report
• Earn a Certificate of Excellence in

Citizen-Centric Reporting
• Earn a Certificate of Achievement

Certificate

What’s in it for you (and the
taxpayer?)
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Thought Leader in Advancing
Government Accountability

and Transparency

Association of Government Accountants
www.agacgfm.org

 
Citizen-Centric Reporting

www.agacgfm.org/citizen/
 

AGA Boston Chapter
http://www.agaboston.org/
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Value-Added Benefit for MMA
Members
The AGA Boston Chapter is offering a discount to any MMA
member (who attends this workshop or not) to attend the
AGA Regional Professional Development Conference
Thursday March 13, 2014 at Bentley University. There will be
a more hands-on workshop for attendees on the Citizen-
Centric Report and the AGA awards CPE credits, which
make this even more advantageous.
 
The chapter agreed to offer MMA members a one-time
reduced rate at the “Members Rate” instead of non-members.
 
The conference information is not on the website yet, but the
rates are below.
       Member              Nonmember
Early Bird    $110                       $155
Regular Reg    $125                       $170
 
The AGA Boston Chapter website is
http://www.agaboston.org/.
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Questions?
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Contact Information:

Craig C. Hall
craighallfac@email.phoenix.edu
 
Orlando Pacheco
opacheco@lancasterma.net
978-365-3326
 
Evie Barry
ebarry@agacgfm.org
703-684-6931, ext. 324
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Please complete your
evaluation form for this

workshop.
 

Thank you.


